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Production downtimes and additional costs caused by inadequate power and voltage
quality can be avoided in the automotive industry. Malfunctions in measurement and
control technology as well as equipment failures quickly lead to a standstill or defects
in operating resources in complex production processes, which are essential for
maintaining the production flow.
Automotive manufacturers in particular, as well as their suppliers, therefore have an
increased focus on a continuous and trouble-free power supply.
The technologies body-in-white, press shop or paint shop as well as the energy center,
which is responsible for the distribution of electrical and thermal energy in the large
plants, are, according to experience, most affected by harmonic problems.
PQ ENGINEERING Nosswitz GmbH has been advising and supplying customers in the
automotive sector for over 40 years. Filter systems and solutions from PQE are used
worldwide in many makes and in the most diverse production areas.

The task
As part of a large-scale infrastructural project, the number of power quality filters and the available
compensation power for reducing the harmonic load are to be significantly increased in an automotive
plant.
On the customer side, a filter concept with the highest possible flexibility is desired, taking into account
the "rough" ambient conditions prevailing on site and the simultaneously high demands on the filter results.
In order to achieve a solution that is as cost-optimized as possible despite the high requirements, the
customer has commissioned a comprehensive and detailed design of the filter systems - based on reference
measurements and a simulation with the PowerFactory network calculation program.
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Reproduction of a meshing ring in a network simulation

To create a network simulation in PowerFactory, measurements are carried out at the low-voltage level at meshing rings agreed with the operator - over a period of several weeks. The recorded measurement
data can then be used to create load profiles that represent an "automotive-typical" consumer structure
and real operating scenarios. Likewise, the preload due to voltage harmonics and the "background noise"
from the medium-voltage grid in the system idle state are determined with the help of the measurement
data. A filter concept is then designed for the individual meshing rings on the basis of consumer lists and
the load profiles created.
The measurements and simulation results show that, among other things, multiple network feedback
effects are to be expected. A schematized frequency spectrum, which is typical for grids with converterdominated load structure, shows the multiple grid repercussions. Standard B6 converters are found to be
responsible for high 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th order distortion, with a very high 5th harmonic especially in
welding processes. At first glance, low-harmonic frequency converters with Active Front End (AFE) or with
a slim DC link avoid distortion currents in this range - but these then appear in more detailed analysis
beyond the frequency range of 2.5 kHz covered by the standard, where they develop a high interference
potential. In addition to the direct harmonic emissions, the accumulated capacitances of the input circuits
of the converters in combination with the transformer inductance can lead to the development of a parallel
resonance point.
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Harmonics typical for frequency
inverters

Resonance point

Taktfrequenzen

Typical frequency spectrum for multiple grid perturbations

Series resonance and parallel resonance
The solution
A hybrid Modular Filter PQE hMF from PQ ENGINEERING is the ideal solution for complex grid structures.
The possibility to combine all module types (active, passive, frequency selective, broadband) in one filter
cabinet is a great advantage in planning. The figure on the following page shows an example of a hybrid
Modular Filter PQE hMF-450-8620-20 with 450 A filter current in protection class IP20, which can be
increased to IP54. The standardized filter module cabinet is 800 mm wide and 2000 mm high. A control
computer installed in the door can control up to 6 modules simultaneously. For higher capacities there is
the possibility of multimaster operation.
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When planning the project, the required space, the fuse
outlets and the cooling air requirements for one to two PQE
hMF-CAB filter cabinets are provided for. The cabinets are
then equipped on a project-specific basis. The specification of
voltage control facilitates the combination of active and
passive filters and leads to massive savings in terms of costs
and power loss. The elimination of the need for installation
and wiring of current transformers and additional summation
current transformers, which take over the controlled variable
at the PQE hMF in the case of current-guided control, results
in a further simplification of planning and a reduction in costs
and installation times.
The available filter modules FCM, PPM, ABM and UBM have a
frequency-dependent application range. FCM modules, a
controlled passive filter circuit, are provided for the dominant
5th harmonic. To prevent an excessively capacitive network,
the FCM filter module switches itself off at a low harmonic level
and cannot be overloaded due to its intelligent control. In
particularly

critical

meshing

rings

with

high

PQE hMF with 450 A filter current

dynamic

requirements, the FCM modules are supplemented with
frequency-selective active filter modules (PPM). A passive 5-wire module with broadband filter effect - the
universal broadband module UBM - is used to filter commutations and clock frequencies. The capacitive
reactive power demand of the passive broadband module is compensated by free capacitances of the active
filters, so that the hybrid filter
PQE hMF is "reactive power
neutral" for the network. In
addition,

active

broadband

modules (ABM) are used in
network sections where strong
resonances

are

to

be

expected.

These

are

particularly

suitable

for

damping resonance points and
can be optimally adjusted to
the

prevailing

conditions

on

network
site

during

commissioning.
Range of application of the filter modules according to frequency
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The following graph shows the normalized voltage harmonics - measured at a focal station of an automotive
plant - for the evaluation of the network once without the added hybrid Modular Filter PQE hMF and once
with the added filter. The 5th harmonic and the resonance point were filtered with a combination of FCM
and ABM modules.

Abbildung 1 Spannungsharmonische L1-L2 ohne Filter

Abbildung 2 Spannungsharmonische L1-L2 mit Filter
Normalized voltage harmonics up to 2.5 kHz (L1-L2) without and with filter
Zur Nachweismessung der Filterwirkung wurden die im hMF integrierten Netzanalysatoren mit
A power quality analyzer is installed in each PQE hMF filter, which stores all important measured values.
The measurement data is accessed via the user-friendly large 10'' touch display in the door.

PQE hMF operating elements with toggle switch, touch display and operating light

The results of the online power analysis in the filter cabinet show further need for action for one of the
network sections. For this purpose, modules from other sections of the network with lower utilization are
moved. The work is completed without further ado by technicians of the company PQ ENGINEERING within
one day.
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Employees of PQ ENGINEERING during the relocation of the filter modules
The advantages
Early participation in the planning process allows an ideal filter concept to be designed, which makes it
possible to implement an economical solution that does not require any compromises to the filter effect.
Despite the usual planning uncertainties, the set budget can be adhered to.
In the sense of the 4A concept of PQ ENGINEERING the task is analyzed, the solution is designed and
delivered and supported in the after sales service - everything from one source!
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PQ ENGINEERING Nosswitz GmbH supports
you in the analysis and optimization of the
power quality of your energy supply
networks. We are in Germany and worldwide
in service for you in order to record network
repercussions, to carry out power quality
analyses in accordance with standards, to
examine networks for causes of malfunctions, to simulate network conditions, as
well as to plan, deliver and professionally
install solutions for the optimization of the
power quality.
Please contact us for further information and
competent advice!

PQ ENGINEERING Nosswitz GmbH
Ludwig-Ganghofer-Straße 50
D-83624 Otterfing
Tel. +49 (0)8024 470922-0
Mail pqe@nosswitz.de

www.nosswitz.com
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